SALSA ON ICE REPORT: 08 November 2018

Weather:
Weather conditions, mostly cloudy, winds 32 knots, temperature high -07C

SALSA Drill Team members on ice: Graham Roberts, Dennis Duling, Jonas Kalin
SCINI Team members on Ice: Bob Zook, Mark Bowling

- C-17 flight cancelled delaying James Roth and any cargo that would be coming in yet by another day
- Continue work on organizing SALSA drill’s storage container making room for any items deemed non-essential from MEC or LARS deck.
- Working on ways to fasten down cargo in C&C to assure that it arrives at Mercer undamaged. The fortunate thing is the C&C is located right next to the carpenter shop making it easy to get material for fastening.

Cargo: no new cargo

Note: Will work with Traverse and station help to get the gen set on line so we can power up the Fassi crane which is needed to finish up the LARS deck cargo reorganization. Weather is looking good so hopefully will have power on by end of day.

Report by Dennis Duling
Yet another picture of the LARS deck

Photo by Dennis Duling
New driller Jonas Kalin, thoroughly unimpressed with, lead driller Dennis Duling’s wheel chocking technique